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A parametric electromagnetic instability is predicted for beam transport in arbitrary smooth-walled quadrupole
focusing channels. The instability involves a resonant interaction between transverse sideband beam oscilla
tions, produced by spatial harmonics of the quadrupole field, and transverse-electric modes of the drift tube.
The instability does not occur in smooth focusing systems. A dispersion relation is derived and found to agree
well with results of numerical simulations. Growth rates are potentially large for high-current, low-energy elec
tron beam transport. Estimates for high-energy electron storage-ring and heavy-ion transport systems indicate
that the instability is unlikely to be a problem in present designs of these devices.

INTRODUCTION

Altemating-gradient(AG) or 'strong' focusing l is widely applied in particle beam accel
erators and storage rings. Usually, this type of focusing is implemented using a lattice
of discrete magnetic quadrupoles whose poles are rotated by 90° from one quadrupole
to the next. It is well known that as one increases the quadrupole strength, one encoun
ters 'stop bands', or ranges of the quadrupole field gradient in which the single-particle
orbits are unstable. l ,2 In addition, space-charge-induced instabilities have been predicted
to occur for sufficiently strong field gradients.3,4 In this paper, we show that beams in
quadrupole channels are susceptible to a parametric instability involving a resonant inter
action between the centroid motion and a transverse-electric (TE) mode of the beam pipe.
This type of instability was previously encountered5- 7 in an analysis of the 'stellatron'
accelerator,8 which uses a continuous, rotating quadrupole field. Unlike the single-particle
and space-charge instabilities mentioned, there is no threshold in quadrupole gradient or
beam current; for a cold beam, the instability growth rate increases monotonically from
zero with each of these quantities. There is, on the other hand, a resonance condition that
must be satisfied. The interaction mechanism has some similarity to that in parametric
electron beam amplifiers such as the 'Adler Tube. '9

The instability considered here is unlike the beam breakup and related instabilities
involving cavities. For the latter, instability occurs because of the existence of 'slow'
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electromagnetic waves (Vphase < c) with which the beam can resonate. In the present
case, the parametric coupling of beam modes through the periodic focusing magnetic
field allows these modes to interact with the fast electromagnetic waves of a smooth
pipe.

In Section 2, we give two forms of the dispersion relation for the parametric instability.
The first, based on Floquet' s theorem, is exact but tends to obscure the nature of the
interaction. A second, approximate polynomial form of the dispersion relation results in
a simple interpretation in terms of intersecting modes in the w-k plane. In Section 3, the
predicted growth rates from the polynomial dispersion relation are compared favourably
to the results from a numerical beam-centroid simulation of a low-energy, high-current
beam. In Section 4, we consider two additional examples and find that the instability
is unlikely to be seen in present high-energy electron storage rings or heavy-ion beam
transport schemes.

2 DISPERSION RELATION

We consider a thin, monoenergetic electron beam propagating near the axis of a smooth
wall cylindrical pipe. The beam is subject to external magnetic focusing by an arbitrary
periodic quadrupole array of period L. We proceed to consider the interaction of such a
beam with a TE In mode of the pipe, where n is the radial mode number. The centroid
position of the beam, TJ, is a function of z (the axial coordinate) and time; it satisfies the
equation

e
il(z, t) + [22(z )TJ(z, t) == -a(z, t)

m1c
(1)

where [22(z +L) == [22(z) represents external focusing; a is the vector potential represent
ing the amplitude of the TE In mode; and 1 is the usual relativistic factor, (I-v; /C2)-I/2,

where Vz is the beam velocity in the axial direction and is assumed to be constant. In
Eq. (1) a dot (') represents a/at + vza/az.

The function a (z , t) satisfies the wave equation

(
a2 1 a2 ) -21rk2

a
-2 -2"-a2 -kl a(z,t)==--l-A(Z,t)i](z,t)
z c t IInC

(2)

where kJ.. == j{n/b, J{(j{n) == 0, b is the pipe radius, J 1 is the Bessel function of the first
kind, lIn == 1r(j{~ - l)J?(j{n) and A(Z, t) is the charge per unit length of the beam. See
Appendix A for the derivation of this result.

If we take A(Z, t) to· be constant (i.e., an infinite, uniform beam), and take a Fourier
transform in time (a/at ~ -iw) of Eqs. (1) and (2), the resulting equations may be
expressed as

r¢' (z) == T (z )r¢(z ) (3)
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where 7jJ(z) is the 4-element column vector
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'ljJ(z )==

and T(z) == T(z + L) is a 4 x 4 matrix

o

rJw(z)

rJ~(z )

aw(z)

a~(z)

o o

(4)

w2 - 0 2 2iw -iew e

v2 Vz m"(v;c m,,(vzcz
T(z) ==

0 0 0
(5)

o

A prime, in Eqs. (3) and (4), denotes d / dz .
The four Floquet solutions to Eq. (3) satisfy

(6)

for R== 1, 2, 3,4, where the phase shift per period, J.-LRL, may be complex. These phase
shifts are found by constructing the 4 x 4 matrix w(z), each column of which satisfies
Eq. (3), and which satisfies the initial condition W(O) == I (the identity matrix). The
phase factors eiJ.L£L, R == 1,2,3,4 are then the eigenvalues of W(L).

At this stage, of course, there is no reason to expect an instability; the analysis has
been purely formal. If an instability does exist, the spatial growth rate is obtained by
computing the eigenvalues of w(L), but even for the simplest lattice this is difficult to
do analytically and numerical methods must be used.

We have carried out such a numerical procedure for the low-energy, high-current elec
tron beam parameters in Table 1. The beam is coasting in a simple FD channel. Figure 1
shows a plot of the spatial growth rate, Im(J.-LR), as a function of real frequency. Values
indicated by a'+' were obtained by numerically computing w(L) and its eigenvalues; the
solid lines were obtained from the approximate polynomial dispersion relation derived
below. As is well known, a nonzero spatial growth rate does not necessarily indicate
an instability. A method for distinguishing evanescent modes from unstable modes is
given by Briggs lO and involves examining the behavior of Im(J.-LR) as a function of the
imaginary part of w. In principle, this method could be used here. In Fig. 1, however,
we have identified 'unstable' and 'evanescent' regions with the aid of Fig. 2 below.

To obtain an approximate dispersion relation, and gain some physical insight into the
nature of the interaction, we return to Eqs. (1) and (2). Still taking A to be a constant,
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FIGURE 1: Spatial growth rate Im(k) vs. w/c (real) for the parameters of Table 1. Values obtained from the
Floquet fonnulation (+) are compared to values obtained from the approximate dispersion relation, Eq. (17).
The TEll cutoff occurs at w/c ~ 0.614 cm- t

•

we fonnally take Fourier transfonns in both t and z: 0/ot --+ -iw; 0/oz --+ ik.
Equation (2) then gives

21Tikl (w - kvz ) ATJw,k
aw k =: -------~

, Iln C w2/c 2 -k2 - kl (7)

Let us expand
00

02(z) =: L O~eifkqz

f=-oo

(8)

where kq == 21T/L and O~f =: O~* since 02(z) is real. Then Eqs. (1) and (7) yield the
following infinite set of coupled equations:

(9)

where En =: 21TV/(~lln) is a dimensionless coupling constant and v is Budker's param
eter, v =: -eA/mc2

• The basic dispersion relation is obtained by setting the infinite
detenninant of coefficients in Eq. (9) to zero.

We consider first the elementary case 06 > 0, O~ =: 0 for f =I- 0, that is, the case of
either weak focusing or the smooth approximation to strong focusing. In this case there
is no coupling among wave numbers and the dispersion relation becomes

(10)
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FIGURE 2: Solution to dispersion relation, Eq. (17), for parameters in Table 1 for real k. The intersection of
the slow sideband mode, A, with the TEll mode produces an unstable region with growth rates r(k).
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Depending upon the relative sizes of the betatron frequency 0 0 and the waveguide cutoff
frequency, ki. c, there mayor may not be intersections between the beam modes

w - kvz == ±oo (11)

and the waveguide modes

w2 == (k 2 + kl) c2

as shown in Fig. 3. The condition for such intersections to exist is

06 > klc2/,2

(12)

(13)

(14)

but it is straightforward to show that these intersections are stable for· small En. The
situation is different, however, when AG focusing is imposed.

Consider the case 06 == 0, which includes the simple FODO lattice. Without loss of
generality, we may choose the origin in z so that of == O~*l is purely imaginary. Let
us now retain only the R== ± 1 terms in Eq. (9), an approximation justified later for the
lattice example solved numerically below. Equation (9) becomes

2 a ( ) -Enkl (w - kvz )2 TJk
- (w - kvz ) TJk + -2' TJk-kq - TJk+kq == 2/ 2 k2 k2

I W C - - i.

(15)TJk+kq ~ ( _ kv _ k )2 TJk
W z qVz

where a == -2iOf and we have dropped the subscript w. The dispersion relation we
seek is obtained by setting to zero the determinant of the infinite set of equations given
by Eq. (14).

At this point, we consider the approximate dispersion diagram in Fig. 4. We see
that although the beam mode w == kvZ cannot intersect the TE1n mode, the sidebands at
w == (k ± kq )vz may do so. It is these intersections that give rise to the beam centroid
instability. In Fig. 4 it is sufficient to consider only the upper half-plane (Re(w) > 0).
The lower half-plane is symmetric with the upper under the replacements k ~ -k,
w ~ -w*.

Suppose that for a given k, we keep only the k and k ± kq components in the Fourier
expansion of TJ. Writing the equation for TJk+kq (k ~ k +kq in Eq. (14)), and neglecting
the right-hand side (since the denominator is not small near the intersections of the
w == (k + kq)vz sideband with the TE 1n mode), we find

a/2i

Similarly, we find
-a/2i

TJk-kq ~ 2 TJk (16)
(w - kvz + kq vz )

but the denominator of Eq. (16) is not small near the intersections in Fig. 4 and so we
neglect TJk-kq in comparison with TJk+kq • Then, substitution of Eq. (15) in (14) gives the
following approximate dispersion relation

(W_kVz)2_(~)2 1 _ f nkl(w-kvz)2 =0 (17)
2 (_ kv _ k )2 w2 /c 2 - k2 - k2

W z q Vz i.
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FIGURE 3: Dispersion (w - k) diagrams showing the possibilities of intersection (a) or non-intersection (b)
of the beam modes and waveguide modes for the case of weak focusing.
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FIGURE 4: Dispersion diagram illustrating intersection of sidebands, w == (k ± kq )vz, with TEln mode of
drift tube. (Numbers correspond to ~ == 1.5, b == 3.4 cm, kq == 0.9 cm- 1

, n == 1).

This sixth-order polynomial dispersion relation can be approximated with a cubic
expression by expanding about the intersections of the beam and pipe modes, but simple
analytic expressions for the instability growth rate are not readily obtainable. However,
an approximate criterion for the existence of the instability can be given. In order for the

lines w = (k + kq )vz and w = cJk2 + kl to cross - that is, in order for the instability
to occur - it is necessary that

(18)k > k.lc
q - "YVz

The group velocity, vg, of the instability is given approximately by the average of the
group velocities of the uncoupled modes at the point of intersection, Le.,

~ ~ (aWb + awem ) == ~ k (1 +vz/c) +kq

vg 2 ak ak 2 k + kq
(19)

where Wb = (k + kq )vz and W em = CJk2 +kl. This result is empirical, but agrees well
with numerical calculations (see Section 3).

In Fig. 2, we show the numerical solution to Eq. (17) for the parameters in Table 1,
which are characteristic of those of an injector for an induction linac. The lowest fre-
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TABLE 1: Parameters for Example in Figs. 1,3,5 and 6.

Beam Energy (--y) 2.5

Beam Current 1 kA (v == 0.064)

Circular Pipe Radius (b) 3 em

Quadrupole Period (L) 9 em

Quadrupole Gradient 520 gauss/em
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(20)

quency transverse-electric mode for a beam-pipe of circular cross-section is the TEll
mode, for which E ~ 2.472v/--y. Note that the pair of beam modes, (w -kvz )2 ~ 0 (A,A'
in Fig. 2) and the pair of sidebands, (w - kvz - kq vz )2 ~ 0, (B ,B' in Fig. 2) are strongly
split by the interaction. The peak growth rate r max, is approximately 1.25 e-folds/ns,
and the corresponding group velocity is 0.595e.

The quadrupole gradient required to focus this beam, assuming it is space-charge
dominated, is given approximately byll

\7B
o
~ me _1_ (96V) 1/2

e rbL --y

where rb is the beam radius. The value of 520 gauss/em in Table 1 is consistent with
rb ~ 0.57 cm. Note that the dispersion relation, Eq. (17), does not depend on the beam
radius.

3 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF INSTABILITY

In the derivation of the dispersion relation, Eq. (17),· several approximations were made.
In particular, only the f == ±1 terms in Eq. (9) were retained, and only the wavenumbers
k and k + kq were retained in the Fourier expansion of the beam centroid. To see the
effect of relaxing these assumptions, we have carried out numerical simulations of the
instability. The computer code written for this purpose advances a train of macroparticles
representing the beam centroid and computes the axial variation of the electromagnetic
fields on a one-dimensional grid. We use discretized forms of Eqs. (1) and (2), assuming,
as in the analytic derivation, that the beam is close to the center of the pipe. Arbitrary
externally applied magnetic fields can be specified. A more complete description of the
simulation code is given in Appendix B.

For the FD lattice we have run a simulation using the parameters in Table 1. The
simulation is carried out in the beam frame, using a transformation z ~ z - Vz t, and
the beam is perturbed by giving the first macroparticle a small transverse displacement.
This results in a growing wavepacket which convects towards the tail of the beam. In
Figs. 5a and 6a, we show the beam centroid and the electromagnetic field (actually
d (ea / me2

) / dt; see Appendix B). We find that the corresponding spatial Fourier spectra
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in Figs. 5b and 6b are consistent with the simplifications used to obtain Eq. (17). It
is apparent that the two strongest modes in the beam centroid motion (Fig. 5b) are at
wavenumbers ko+ kq == 0.91 cm- I and ko == 0.21 cm- I

. These are the wavenumbers
of the terms rJk+kq , rJk, which were argued. to be dominant in the vicinity of k = ko in
deriving Eq. (17). The weaker modes at k = 0.5, 1.6 cm- I can be identified with the
terms rJk -kq and rJk+2kq , respectively. These and higher-harmonic terms were dropped
in the derivation. In the field power spectrum in Fig. 6b, the dominant spatial mode
is at ko == 0.21 cm-1. The smaller peaks at 0.5 cm-1 (ko - kq ), 0.92 cm -1 (ko + kq ),

1.2 cm-1 (ko- 2kq ), 1.6 cm-1 (ko+2kq ) have amplitudes two orders or more lower than
the dominant peak. In the derivation, the only electromagnetic term retained was that
with wavenumber k. = ko.

We obtain a growth rate from the numerical simulation by plotting the peak displace
ment of the wavepacket versus time, as shown in Fig. 7a. A fit to the exponential-growth
part of the curve gives r /c ~ 0.038 cm-1. This agrees well with the value of 0.04 cm- I

at k == 0.21 cm- I from the dispersion relation Eq. (17) as plotted in Fig. 2. The peak
growth rate in Fig. 2 is rmax/c = 0.042 cm- I at k = 0.17 cm- I

. From Fig. 5b we
see that the wavepacket contains a relatively broad range of wavenumbers (the FWHM
of the main peak is ~ 0.04 cm-1), so it is not too surprising that the growth rate of
the wavepacket is less than the peak linear growth rate. The group velocity of the
wavepacket is obtained by plotting the axial position of the peak displacement vs. time,
as in Fig. 7b. Since the simulation is carried out in the beam frame, this peak moves
back from the beam head with velocity vg - Vb. A linear fit gives a laboratory-frame
velocity of vg ~ 0.6c. This again agrees well with the value of 0.606c obtained from
Eq. (19) for k == 0.21 cm- I

. The numerical solution in Fig. 2 gives vg == 0.595c at
k == 0.17 cm- I

, and vg == 0.62c at k == 0.21 cm- I .

4 ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES

In the previous sections, we looked at an example of instability growth in a transport
system for a low-energy, high-current electron beam. There is some evidence I2 that this
instability has in fact been observed in a transport system in which a continuous helical
quadrupole,5,8 rather than a set of discrete quadrupoles,' was used. In this section, we
briefly look at the possibility of the instability occurring in two other beam transport sys
tems of current interest, namely, a high-energy storage ring and a heavy-ion quadrupole
channel.

4.1 High-Energy Electron Storage Ring

We consider the parameters in Table 2, which are derived from those for the Advanced
Light Source (ALS) at LBL. Since the magnet lattice and beam pipe in a machine such as
the ALS are complex structures, however, we consider a much simplified configuration.
We assume that the horizontal tune, vx , is produced by a simple FODO lattice with phase
shift 1T/2. This requires a quadrupole field strength \7Bo == 477 gauss/cm, and quadrupole
period of 4L == 344.4 cm. We also assume that the beam is drifting in a cylindrical pipe
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FIGURE 5: Beam displacement vs. z at one instant in time is shown in (a), and its spatial Fourier transform
is shown in (b). Since the equations of motion are linear in "7, the scale of "7 is arbitrary.
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FIGURE 6: Electromagnetic field amplitude vs. z at same instant as Fig.5 is shown in (a). The spatial Fourier
transform is in (b).
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FIGURE 7: Numerical simulation results showing (a) exponential growth of peak of wavepacket and (b) po
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TABLE 2: Sample high-energy storage-ring parameters

Beam Energy

Pipe Radius

Peak Current

Horizontal Tune

Machine Circumference

1.5 GeV

2.5 cm

100 A

14.28

196.8 m

of constant radius. Solving Eq. (17) numerically, we find that an instability occurs for
wavenumbers in the range 18.1-18.2 cm- 1 (wavelength ~ 3.45 mm), with an e-folding
time of 1.6 J-Ls. From Eq. (19), the group velocity is approximately equal to c.

Finite-Q effects, which have been neglected heretofore, are likely to have a significant
stabilizing influence on this mode. We can include finite-Q effects in our model in
an approximate way by replacing the resonant denominator (w2/c 2

- k 2
- kl)-l by

(W
2

/C
2 +(iw/Q)wo _k2 -kIT!, where wo(k) = cJk2 +kl. We find that finite-Q

effects become important for Q ~ wo/2f, where f is the growth rate obtained from
the dispersion relation when Q == 00. Applying this criterion to the growth rate just
obtained, we find that for Q ;S 4.5 x 105

, the mode is stabilized. The Q value is related

to the wall conductivity by Q ~ J21raw b / c, where a is the conductivity. For stainless
steel, for example, a ~ 1.25 x 1016 S-1, and we obtain Q ~ 1.7 x 104 for b == 2.5 cm,
w/ c ~ 18 cm-1. A simple treatment of Landau damping leads to the conclusion that an
energy spread of ~ry/ry ~ lJ;f/kc ~ 2.3 x 10-4 should also stabilize the mode.

4.2 Heavy-Ion Quadrupole Channel

We consider the heavy-ion quadrupole channel example discussed by Reiser in Sec. 4.3
of Reference 11, Example l(c). The relevant parameters are given in Table 3.

We see that for the fundamental spatial mode of the quadrupole field (wavenumber kq ),

the instability condition, Eq. (18), is not satisfied. For the other examples in Reference 11,
the condition is even further from being satisfied. However, higher spatial harmonics
of the quadrupole field produce beam sideband modes that may give rise to instability.
For the nth harmonic, the instability condition becomes nkq > kJ..c /ryvz • For the case in
Table 3, the 9th harmonic (wavenumber 9kq ) is the lowest one that satisfies this condition.
To compute a growth rate, we must scale the parameters a and En in Eq. (14) as follows:

a ex Zm/M

En ex Z2m /M

where Z, M are the ion charge state and mass, respectively. The appropriate coefficient
in the Fourier expansion of the quadrupole field is used in computing a. Due to the high
ion mass, we find that the peak growth rate is only 0.14 J-LS- 1, occurring at a wavelength
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TABLE 3: Sample heavy ion (U-238) channel parameters

Beam Charge State (Z) 10

Beam Current/Z (kA) 2

Beam Energy (GeV) 40

Pipe Radius (cm) 11.8

k.l C/ --yvz (m-1 ) 25

Quadrupole Period (m) 2

kq (m- I ) 3.1

Quadrupole Gradient (gauss/cm) 2.97 x 103
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and frequency of 5.1 m and 0.74 GHz. Following the discussion of finite Q effects in
Section 4.1, one would expect significant stabilization of the mode for Q ;S 1.7 x 104

•

We note that, for the example in Table 1, where the fundamental spatial mode of
the quadrupole field produces an instability, the higher spatial harmonics give rise to
additional instabilities. However, the growth rates computed for these other modes are
significantly less than that for the fundamental.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We predict a parametric instability in AG focusing systems due to an interaction between
transverse sideband modes of the beam centroid and electromagnetic modes of the drift
tube. Analytic expressions for the dispersion relation and instability criterion are ob
tained. The analytic predictions are in agreement with numerical simulation results from
a rigid-disk code. We believe that this instability is likely to arise primarily in high
current, low-energy electron-beam transport systems. Growth rates obtained for sample
high-energy electron storage ring and heavy-ion transport systems are small, and likely
to be substantially further reduced by finite-Q effects. In regimes where the instability
may be of concern, possible damping mechanisms include variation of the quadrupole
period, variation of the drift-tube radius, and beam energy spread, in addition to finite-Q
effects.
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APPENDIX A. FIELD EQUATION

A TEmn mode in a smooth cylindrical pipe of radius b is described by the vector potential

A m J (k' ) imemn;r == -k' m mn r e
mn r

A 'J' (k' ) imemn;e == 1 m mn r e

(21)

(22)

where k~n == j~n/b, J~(j~n) == 0, and the rand () subscripts denote radial and azimuthal
components. In general, the total vector potential (in the Lorentz gauge) satisfies

where J is the total current. If we expand A in terms of TE modes,

A == L amn(z, t)Amn ,
m,n

we find that

(23)

(24)

(25)

where an asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Confining our attention now to m == 1,
and assuming that the beam is close to the axis, we find

(26)
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where A is the beam charge per unit length and TJ is the displacement of the centroid from
the axis. The normalization integral in the denominator of Eq. (25) can be calculated
from standard Bessel function identities 13; its value is

Jrdrd() I Amn 1
2
= 7r (j~~ - m2)J~ (j~n) /k:;n .

Using Eqs. (26) and (27) in (25) yields Eq. (2) in the text.

APPENDIX B. NUMERICAL SIMULATION CODE

(27)

A computer code, E3WAVE, was written to simulate the linear behavior of the parametric
instability. As in the analytic model in Section 2, the beam is represented by a string of
disks moving at constant velocity Vz • We discretize Eq. (1) as

where ti.t is the timestep and N denotes the Nth timestep.
Taking the convective derivative of the field equation, Eq. (2), we obtain

(
a 1 a 2) ea 27rvkl ..

az2 - e2 at2 - kJ... me2 == -~TJ

(28)

(29)

To solve this equation in the laboratory (z, t) frame, we use an implicit discretization
of the left-hand side described by Ames,14 treating ea /me 2 as the dependent variable.
A relaxation parameter is adjusted to damp out a numerical Cherenkov instability. 15
Equations (28) and (29) are advanced in leapfrog fashion. For simplicity, the beam disks
are advanced one mesh spacing ti.z per timestep. The timestep and mesh spacing are thus
related by ti.z == Vz ~t. In choosing ~z, the wavelengths associated with the quadrupole
field, the transverse particle motion, and the electromagnetic field must be resolved.

To do simulations in beam-frame, as was done for Fig. 7, Eq. (29) is transformed to
coordinates s == z - Vz t, T == t. The left-hand-side operator becomes

A simple implicit discretization of a/aT, a2/aT2is used. The beam disks do not move
axially in the s, T frame, and the timestep and mesh spacing can be chosen independently.




